Volkswagen Genuine Wheels

CITY / EOS / GTI / JETTA MK5 / NEW BEETLE / NEW BEETLE CONVERTIBLE / PASSAT / RABBIT / TOUAREG
Hellooo, wheels.

15" 2-3 // 16" 4-6 // 17" 7-13 // 18" 14-17 // 19" 18 // Ordering Information 19

We’ve reinvented the wheel.

OK, there’s no doubt we’d be hard pressed to improve on the general shape of the wheel, but style is a whole other ballgame.

As is performance and distinction. Our Euro-style wheels have been specifically designed for your Volkswagen model. That means precise fit, seamless styling and long-lasting durability. Who says you can’t improve on the wheel?
What your pride and joy rolls on is important to you. So we take the time to ensure each wheel enhances the design of our vehicles by requiring complete approval by VW Design Wolfsburg as well as Volkswagen AG. And being an automotive company with high-quality standards, Volkswagen extensively tests each wheel design for quality and durability. For example, each new wheel design must survive and remain functional after a full-vehicle crash test. Additionally, Volkswagen performs the "Reifenschleiss" test in which the wheels are assessed by placing tires on them and then slashing the tires to see how they perform on the wheel. The wheel is designed to allow the vehicle to roll to a stop on the flat tire instead of forcing the vehicle to roll on its rims. Each VW wheel has a unique tire recommendation—use of a non-recommended tire may lead to shredding/driving on rims. Unique design, quality assurance—your Volkswagen vehicle deserves it and so do you. After all, you’re riding on it.
If you want to create something of quality, you have to start out with quality materials. Makes sense, right? So when it comes to building unique wheels for our entire line of Volkswagen models, we get downright scientific. Break out that old periodic table from your school days, and you’ll see we use a combination of elements to create durable, quality wheels: strength, light weight and corrosion-resistance. You gotta love those mad scientists.
BBS RC (PAINTED SILVER) 18X7
NEW BEETLE / NEW BEETLE CONVERTIBLE / CITY
ZVW 145 200 DS 666

KARTHOUM SMOKE 18X8
GTI / RABBIT / JETTA MK5 / R32
1K0 071 498 V7U

VELOS SILVER 18X8
PASSAT / EOS
3C0 071 498 666

VELOS DIAMOND BLACK 18X8
PASSAT / EOS
3C0 071 498 V7U

KARTHOUM SILVER 18X8
TOUAREG
7L0 071 498 1ZL

KARTHOUM SILVER 18X8
GTI / RABBIT / JETTA MK5 / R32
1K0 071 498 1ZL

18"
We Sell Tires

Why Volkswagen-recommended tires? Tires are an important component of your Volkswagen driving experience. They provide the four points of contact between your vehicle and the road. Tires affect acceleration, cornering, braking and your overall handling and performance. Volkswagen engineers select Original Equipment tires that will best meet the specifications of each vehicle. Volkswagen offers some pre-assembled wheel/tire packages using Original Equipment tires matched to Volkswagen-designed wheels. This combination ensures precise fit and great performance from your Volkswagen model. Volkswagen also offers replacement and winter tires for purchase.

Order Information

For information on the wheels and tires that fit your Volkswagen model and to order or purchase genuine Volkswagen wheels, please visit your local dealer or go online to vwdesigns.vw.com. To find your nearest dealer, visit vw.com.